COUNCIL MEMBERS

2016-2017

Please initial and return to Mary-Marta Briones-Bird. If your name DOES NOT appear on the list, please write it down and it will be added by the next meeting.

EX-OFFICIO MEMBERS:

________ Meric Gertler, President of the University of Toronto
________ Cheryl Regehr, Vice-President and Provost of the University of Toronto or designate
________ Larry Alford, Chief Librarian of the University of Toronto or designate
________ Locke Rowe, Dean of the School of Graduate Studies or designate
________ Wendy Duff, Dean of the Faculty of Information

TEACHING STAFF:

________ Periklis Andritsos
________ Christoph Becker
________ Jeffrey Boase
________ William Bowen
________ Matthew Brower
________ Kenzie Burchell
________ Nadia Caidi
________ Brett Caraway
________ Mark Chignell
________ Chun Wei Choo
________ Nicole Cohen
________ T.L. Cowan
Costis Dallas
Alessandro Delfanti
Juris Dilevko
Fiorella Foscarini
Colin Furness
Alan Galey
Sara Grimes
Alex Hanna
Jenna Hartel
Dimitrios Hatzinakos
Lynne Howarth
Patrick Keilty
Cara Krmpotich
Kelly Lyons
Heather MacNeil
Victoria McArthur
Rhonda McEwen
Irina D. Mihalache
Cosmin Munteanu
David Nieborg
Jeremy Packer
Michael Petit
David Phillips
Matt Ratto
Rebecca Raven
Seamus Ross
Aviv Shachak
Leslie Shade (Chair of Council)
Sarah Sharma
Brian Cantwell Smith
Alan Stanbridge
Olivier St-Cyr
Siobhan Stevenson
PROFESSIONAL LIBRARIANS:

- Lari Langford
- Kathleen Scheaffer
- Nalini K. Singh
- Elisa Sze

SENIOR ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICERS:

- Colin Anderson
- Barbara Brown
- Glenn Cumming
- Anna Pralat

ASSOCIATED INSTRUCTOR/SESSIONAL LECTURER:

- Susan Maltby

ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF:

- Kathleen O’Brien

STUDENTS:

Doctoral:

- Emily Maemura
- Curtis McCord

Masters (MI):

- Chelsea Misquith
- Ronit Barenboim
- Bridget Collings
- Evelyn Feldman
- Sari Gutman
- Ken Kongkatong
Clara Luca
Laura Marchiori
Shauna Nandkissore
Lily Ren
Jaisie Sin
Tristan Smyth
Angela Wang

Masters (MMSt):
Maya Donkers
Claudia Palermo

ALUMNI/ALUMNAE:
Sooin Kim

EXTERNAL MEMBERS:

ASSESSORS:
Other Sessional Lecturers of the Faculty; other Associated Instructors of the Faculty; other Administrative Staff of the Faculty; the members of Council Committees who are not members of Council; and other individuals appointed by the Executive Committee.

OBSERVERS:
Other interested persons who are not members or Assessors of Council.
RECORD:  
      ______   Mary-Marta Briones-Bird